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1. Google
Docs01

Google Docs is free and intuitive. The same can’t be said about Microsoft
Word. If you have a modern browser installed, then you’re good to go. You
can create a blog post after blog post. One of its benefits is accessibility. You
will be able to write your content from anywhere or any device with an
internet connection. Whether you’re traveling or not, you will be able to save
your documents in the cloud. 

This easy to use online calendar tool is free to use. You
also have an iPhone and Android version. This reliable tool lets you set up
reminders, send invitations as well as keeping track of RSVPs. It can be as
simple or as fancy as you want since it can be integrated into other tools down
the road.
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You can do wonders with the best tools. I’m telling you this because
 what  I’m about to share is exactly what I use in my day to day 
activities. 

Keeping your costs down is a great way to increase your chances of success
 in your business. The good news is that most of these tools are ready for 
prime time.

Disclosure: At no extra cost to you, some of the links in this document are affiliate links.
I will earn a compensation if you click through and make a purchase.



 Dictation
Software03

Not everybody is aware of these free voice dictation options. What you only could
do previously with software like Dragon Naturally Speaking, you can do it now with
the inbuilt voice recognition software found in Windows 10.  Right now, I’m dictating
these words using the inbuilt microphone on my computer.  It’s not perfect, but it’s
pretty useful if your fingers begin to get tired.

Macs have a similar feature included in their operating system.

As you fulfill your many roles as a blogging entrepreneur,
you can feel more motivated by listening to your favorite music. Did you know
you could listen to music for free on Spotify? If you don’t mind an ad once in
a while. With the desktop app, you can play tracks, playlist, or album in any
order. The free mobile app is a bit limited but still useful.

Free Spotify
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 Google One05
If you need backup space on the cloud, Google one has you covered. Whether you
need to save files, backups, or photos you have up to 15 free GB of space. If you
want to level up, it’s relatively cost-effective to hire one of Google’s plans. The
company also takes thorough security measures, this way your files are always
protected.



 SiteGround
Hosting07

I used to create websites professionally, and because of that, I used a variety of
WebHost providers. From shared hosting (be careful if it gets too much traffic) to
cloud servers (Good luck with professional emails.)

And I’ve found there’s nothing like SiteGround for my complete Webhosting
needs. You get speed and reliability. Siteground often has promotions worth
checking.

Click here for this high-quality, secure, high-performance WordPress hosting.
There’s a plan for every need.

Check your English text for spelling, grammar, and punctuation errors with the
free Grammar checker. You can write as fast as you want, for as long as you
want. Taking this into account, there comes a point where you need to
proofread your work. The free version of Grammarly is the first step to achieve
great results. Be confident knowing your work is error-free and polished. This
also increases your market value.
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https://eagleblogging.com/siteground01


Have you seen the prices of graphic designs? They may stop your business
from taking off. 

A great substitute is doing the work yourself.

- "But I'm no graphic designer"

Worry not, Canva has already done the designs for you. You just have to swap
your text and choose your colors and you are ready to go prime time.

You have a wide array of options to choose from. Social media posts,
infographics, reports (such as this one), flyers, presentations, and recently,
videos, etc.

There are free and paid choices inside the platform.

Give it a try at: canva.com

Bonus - Canva 08

https://www.canva.com/

